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ABSTRACT 
We exhibit an example of an infinite locally finite graph such that its adjacency 
operator is not self-adjoint. This gives a negative answer to a conjecture of Mohar [ 11. 
The notion of the spectrum of an infinite graph was introduced in [l] and 
further studied in [2]. 
Let G = (V, E) be a locally finite countable graph, and V = { or, v2,. . . } 
the set of its vertices. Loops and multiple edges are allowed. Denote by a, j 
(i, j = 1,2,, . . ) the number of edges between oi and oj. Choose a separable 
Hilbert space H with an orthonormal basis {e,, ea,. . . }. Then the matrix 
taij>Tj=l can be interpreted as an operator defined on a dense subspace of H 
generated by the basis vectors e, (i = 1,2,. . . ). Denote this dense subspace by 
H, and the operator by A,. The operator A, is symmetric and thus closable. 
The adjacency operator A of the graph G is defined as the closure of A,. 
By [l], the adjacency operator of an arbitrary locally finite graph is a 
closed symmetric operator with equal defect indices. This means that there 
exists a self-adjoint extension of A (see e.g. [3]). 
It was conjectured in [l] that all locally finite graphs have the unique 
extension property, i.e. that the adjacency operator of an arbitrary locally 
finite graph is selfadjoint. The aim of this note it to disprove this conjecture. 
Let { a n } ;= 1 be a sequence of positive integers with a 1 = 1. Denote by V, 
(n = 1,2,. . .) the set of all sequences {or,. . . , un} of length n of integers 
satisfying 16 z)~ < a, (i = 1,. . . , n). Let V = UF_r;V,. We define the graph 
G=(V,E) in the following way: let u,w~V, u=(u,,...,v,,} EV”, w= 
{W l,...,~m}~Vm.Then(u,w)~Eifandonlyif In-ml=landui=wi 
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for i=l,2,..., min{ fl, m }. Clearly, (V, E) is a countable locahy finite graph 
[the degree of o E V, (n > 2) is a,,, + 11. 
Let H be a separable HiIbert space with an orthonormal basis 
{e”Y v E V }. Denote by X, the subspace of H spanned by the vectors e,, 
v E lJy= iVi. Clearly, X, is an increasing sequence of finite dimensional 
subspaces of H. Let P,, be the orthogonal projection onto X,. 
We prove that, provided the sequence {a, }T= i is increasing sufficiently 
rapidly, the adjacency operator A of G = (V, E) is not self-adjoint. To prove 
this, it is sufficient to show that %‘( A + i) # H, where i = m (see [3, 
13.17-191). We show e, 4 .%?(A + i), where e, is the basis vector correspond- 
ing to the single vertex v = {l} E Vi. 
Suppose a,+,/~, > 4”+l (n > 1). Put d, = inf,,xJ]((A + i)x - e,]l} 
(n = O,l,... ), where X, = (0). Clearly, 1= da >, d, >, d, > . *. . We prove 
that d,>1/2 (n=l,2,...). Suppose d,_,>,1/2 for some n>l and let 
x E X”, y = Pn_$, z =x-y x,ex,_,. From the definition of the graph G 
we have Ay E X,, AZ = P,_,A.z +(P,,+i - P,)Az, and I](P,,+i - P,,)Az]1’ = 
~“+J412~ Furth er, the operator P,_ ,A]( X,8X,_ i) is the direct sum of 
blocks of form 
Thus I(P,_,A](X,eX,_,)]] = & and ]]P,~,Azl12 < uJz~]~. Then 
a [ll(A + i)y - elII - lIP,-,Az + W12+ ~,+~11~112~ 
We may assume that ]]z]] <l/G as ]](A + i)x - eJ > 1 otherwise. 
Then IIP,_,Az + izJI G (6 + l)]]z]] Q 2&]]zl] < l/2 < l](A + i)y - eill and 
ll( A + 9~ - e1112 2 id,-, - CL + Wl112 + ~,+J412~ 
It is easy to show that the function 
[ dn-, - (6 + 1)1141]2+ ~,+A1412 
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assumes its minimum for 
ll4l = 
dn-1(yl;E;;+1) 
%+l+(1/;;11+q2 
and thus 
d;ad_, l- 
I[ 
(&+l)2 
%+1+(&+l)2 1 2+ %+ljK+l)2 [%+,+(&+qy2 
d,>d,_, l- 
/ 
(6 + q2 dn-la,+1 
%+I+(&+l)2 = %+,+(/z+l)2 
U 
> d,_, 
n+l 
U n+1+4an. 
Then 
d,_,-d.<d._, 
4an 4% 
<- < 4_“. 
U n+1+4a, an+1 
Therefore 
d,=do-(do-d,)-(d,-d2)-... -(d,_,-d,) 
>,l-4-l-4-2_ . . . -4-n>+ for every n. 
Thus dist{e,,R(A,+i)} >i; hence e,49T(A,+i)=.@(A+i) (see [3, 
13.201). 
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